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SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- V Core Course
UA05CPHI21-Indian Culture

Unit-I Philosophy and Culture: Definition and nature of culture, characteristics of Indian culture, Main community in ancient India, Indus basin culture and its nature, Vaidik and Auopanishadik Culture

Unit-II Culture of Smruti age, Ethics in culture of Ramayana and Mahabharata, Shraman culture and Jaina-Buddha religion.

Unit-III Philosophy of culture in Darshanik age, Political, Justice Thought in Indian culture

Unit-IV Social Philosophy in Indian culture, Islam and Indian culture, British age, modern India and New ideological organizations, contemporary Indian culture.

BOOKS:
1. Dr. M.D. Kotecha – Bhartiya Sanskruti na Tatvik Adharo.- University Granth nirman Board.

BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- V Core Course
UA05CPHI22- Empiricism

Unit-I John Locke
Criticism of innate ideas, Ideas and their classification, Knowledge and its grades, Substance, Qualities, Primary and Secondary

Unit-II George Berkeley
Rejection of abstract ideas, Rejection of the distinction between Primary and Secondary Qualities, ‘Esse est percipi’, The problem of Solipsism

Unit-III David Hume
Impressions and ideas, Judgments concerning matter of fact, Causality, External world, Self and Personal identity, Rejection of Metaphysics, Skepticism

Unit-IV Immanuel Kant
Rationalism and Empiricism, Copernican revolution, Views on Metaphysics and Science, Analytic and Synthetic propositions, Synthetic A priory, Space and Time

Basic Books:
1. Dr. Mukund Kotecha: Paschatya Tatvagnanani Ruparekha
2. Rosers A.K.: A Student’s History of Philosophy (Anu.) Dr. J.A. Yagnik
BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- V Core Course
UA05CPHI23- Classical Indian Philosophy-I

Unit-I Introduction to Jaina Philosophy- Jaina Metaphysics- Nature and characteristics of reality- view about Substance, Quality and Modes- Identity between the thee – Its numbers and classification.

Unit-II Jaina Logic- Syadvada- Anekantvada- Nayavada and Its kinds- Nayabhas- source of knowledge ( pramanmimansa)

Unit-III Jaina Epistemology- Nature of knowledge- validity of knowledge- Categories of knowledge- Time and Space. Jaina Psychology- Concept of mind and self

Unit-IV Jaina Ethics- attitude- Escapism- Renunciation ethical attitude of Jaina- Non-violence- Doctrine of action. Charvak’s Epistemology And Metaphysics

Books:
Z.V.Kothari: JainaDarshan, Uni. grunthNirman Board A’vad
C.V.Raval: AvaidikDarshan, PragnaPrakashan, A’vad

BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- V Core Course
UA05CPHI24 - Modern Indian Thinkers-I

Unit – I SRI AUROBINDO
The concept of Absolute, Existence , Being and Becoming, Nature of the Absolute, Mind and Super mind, Knowledge

Unit – II : SRI AUROBINDO’S CONCEPT OF SOUL
The concept of soul and Salvation, Jivatman and the psychic being, Salvation, its nature

UNIT AUROBINDO’S CONCEPT OF EVOLUTION
1. Theory of Evolution
2. Purpose of evolution

Unit – III : SWAMI VIVEKANANDA AND MAHARSHI RAMANA
1. The concept of absolute
2. The concept of Maya
3. Salvation
4. Education

Unit IV: SWAMI VIVEKANANDA’S VIEWS ON MAN AND SPIRIT
1. Philosophy of humanism
2. Ideals of renunciation and service, Yoga
3. Religion and spirituality
4. Practical Vedanta

Acharya Rajanish
Religions And Religiosity, Love, Self-knowledge - God and Existence, Zorba The Buddha, categories of human consciousness, Sakshibhav

Books :
3. Lal. Basant Kumar, 1978, Contemporary Indian Philosophy, Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- V Core Course
UA05CPHI25 - Philosophy of Religion

Unit-I  Religion and Philosophy of Religion, Theology and Philosophy of Religion, Prayer and Bhakti, Brahmanubhava, mysticism. Problem of Evil

Unit- II  Religion from Indian point of view (Vadic and non-vadic traditions) Nature and Attributes of God (Indian and western views) Proofs for the existence of God (Indian and western views)


Unit- IV  Challenges to Religion, Atheism and Agnosticism, Positivism and Modern science- Reason, faith and revelation. Future of Religion, Role of Religion in contemporary Age

Books :
   Dharmanu Tulnatmak Darshan : Anu : Chandrashankar Suukla.

BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- V Core Course
UA05CPHI26 – Metaphysics (Indian & Western)


Unit II - Theories of mind, Behaviorism, Interactionism, etc., Freedom and Determinism, Self determination , The concept of God, Arguments for the Existence of God, God and World, Problem of Evil

Unit III - The concept of causality in Indian philosophy, Arambhavada, Parinamvada, Pratityasamutpada. satkaryavada- Asatkaryavada

Unit IV- The concept of self and world in Buddhism , Advaita Vedanta, Jainism, Sankhya and Geeta

Books :
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY

BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- V Core Course

UA05SPHI21- Philosophy of Education


Unit-II Social change and education, Democratic values and education, Formal and informal education, Education for whole life, Problems of education: Medium- Discipline- Examination and Evaluation- Sex education- De schooling movement.

Unit-III Religious education, Secularism – Humanistic religious education Value education- Direct and indirect method of value education- theory and practical- temporal and eternal value Vocational education- Liberal education

Unit-IV Educational Ideology – Naturalism –Idealism –Pragmatism – Basic education, Professional ethics- Principal dimension of Professional ethics- Applications of Professional ethics

Books:
3. Dr. KulinPandya: KelavaniniTatvikVichardharao, Balgovind, Amdavad.
BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- VI Core Course
UA06CPHI21 - Plato’s Republic

Textual study of Republic
Pathak Pranjivan : (Tr.) Plato: The Republic, Comfort Edition Adarsh nagar, Gujarat Vidyasabha
Reference:
Popper Karl: Open Society and Its Enemies, Vol.-1(The spell of Plato)
Patel N.B.: Plato nu Republic (Guj) II Edition, Granth Nirman Board

BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- VI Core Course
UA06CPHI22- Philosophy of Sankhya-Yoga

Unit-1. Sankhya
Parinamvada, introduction to elements, three attributes, Prakruti, Purusha, Tattva Sarga, Mahat Tattva, Ahankar Tattva, five Tanmatra, five Mahabhuta, senses and karana

Unit-2. Bhoutika sarga,- bondage and emancipation, Pramana, God, World, time and space, subtle body

Unit-3. Yoga
Chitta, Chittabhumi, Chittavrutti, Chittavuttinirodh, obstacle in obtain concentration, remedies of Chittashudhhi, , remedies of concentration

Unit-4. Eight Yoga path, Sampragyat Yoaga, Asampragyat Yoga, Klesha, doctrine of act, emancipation, Vibhuti, God, Is that Yoga realistic?

Books :
2. Bhandev, Yogavidya
BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- VI Core Course
UA06CPHI23 - Classical Indian Philosophy-II

Textual study of Buddhism
Nagarjun: Vigrahavyavrtini
PratyaksaParichheda of Dinnaga on Perception by M.Hattori (Tr.)
CambridgeMassachusetts (1968)

Reference:
3. A Frame work of Nagarjuna’s Philosophy: Dr. A.M. Padhy, Sri Satguru Publication, New Dilhi
4. BuddhDarshan (Guj) : M.K.Bhatt, Uni. GranthNirman Board

BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- VI Core Course
UA06CPHI24 - Modern Indian Thinkers-II

Unit-I Dr. Radhakrishnan
Reflective thinking about substitutes of religion, sense experience, Intellectual and Intuitive knowledge
Defense between Intellectual and Intuitive knowledge
Concept of Universe, Self, Rebirth, Religious expiries and Ultimate reality

Unit-II J. Krishnamurti
Attitude of existence, Opposition of traditional thinking, Nature of Idea, Human being, Philosophy of act, Freedom and Liberation

Unit-III Maharshi Ramana
Absolute mysticism, Kevlatmvad, Method of Self Inquiry

Unit-IV Dr. Mohmad Iqbal
Metaphysical thinking regarding Self, World and God,
B.R. Ambedkar
Ambedkar’s Neo-Buddhism

Books:
1. Narvane V.S.: AdhunikBhartiyChintan
2. Desai B.G.: AdhunikBhartiyTatvagnan
3. Kotecha M.D.: Shree ramanaMaharshiniTatvadrashti
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- VI Core Course
UA06CPHI25 — Philosophical Problems and Theories

Unit-I  Definition and Scope of metaphysics- Possibility of metaphysics-
The method of Philosophy: Empiricism, Rationalism, Criticism, Intuitionism, Dialectic method and Indian method.

Unit-II  The nature and test of Truth: Correspondence theory, Coherence theory, Pragmatist theory
Theory of Reality: Realism, Idealism, Materialism.
Problem of One and Many- Monism, Dualism and Pluralism.

Unit-III  Problem of causation according to Aristotle and Hume. The problem of Mind- Body Relation according to Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Bergson Watson, Psycho Analysis.


Books:
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
BA (Logic & Philosophy) Sem.- VI
Core Course
UA06CPHI26 – Epistemology (Indian & Western)

Unit-1. Cognition- Its definition and nature, division of cognition: valid (prama) and Invalid (aprama), validity (pramanya): its nature, conditions and definitions, valid cognitions (prama): classification, instruments of cognition (indriya) and their nature.

Unit-2. The debate about the nature, origin (Utpatti) and ascertainment (jnapti) of validity: Svatahpramanyavada and Paratahpramanyavada. validity of dream and memory cognitions.


Unit-4. pramana vyavashta and pramana samplava, the special role of sabda pramana, Nature of knowledge in Sankhya, Yoga, Purvamimansa, Uttarmimansa

Books:
1. C.V.Raval: Bhartiy Darshana
2. Datta and Chatterjee: Introduction to Indian Philosophy
3. Dr.Naginbhai Shah: Sankhya-Yoga, Nyaya-Vaisheshika
Unit I- Mahatma Gandhi’s concept of religion
Concept of God and the proofs for his existence, Religion in practice, Truth is God, Religion and morality

Unit II- The social philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi
Non-Violence- its principles, Non-violence, renunciation and truth

Unit III- Satyagraha, its significance in social and political life
Five cardinal virtues, Techniques of Satyagraha, Concept of Swaraj

Unit IV- Mahatma Gandhi’s political philosophy
The spiritualization of politics, Concept of ends and means, Concept of fundamental rights and duties, Concept of state, Gandhi and Marx

Unit V- Concept of property and trusteeship
Implications of trusteeship, Concept of Sarvodaya, Implications of Sarvodaya

References:
1. Dutta, D.M., 1968, Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi, USA, University of Wisconsin press